Dear Alberta,

Your last (9 page, cory hand) letter written at midnight 7 July is at hand. I feel guilty to receive it here in such a quiet estate, full of rest and a place, when known in the last day of the week — last with your feet still up. I feel guilty, and don’t think that a struggle for have had at easy range. I can at least say lies it some. We all need love, cultural kindness with yours,
 Custody cont. 

1) Jan interested in the case (or cases) of suspected Polio. 

2) Note no cases in Okinawa of susceptibility yet.

3) Support Col. Davis observe from Tokyo has had much 

15 ds w/ admin. difficulties. If a sur/le 

15 ant/te division was made, 

would it be C.H.A. - Surgeon 

Office. Do they want us? 

4) Agree that our own auto- 

mated team would have 

been highly desirable. On 26 

Feb we were fore stalled by 

a wire from Dr. Karl Meyer
in just this form saying: 'Revere
unavailable.'

5) As things look now, — Our
lab in Portsmouth will be turned
over to the Gen Lab until its
full understanding, etc., etc. The
number of interesting problems arise
there can be envisaged here in the
U.S., across (or Commission) and
dispersed from in the
Zagreb lab.

Actually I want to go back then myself next spring, if it is possible at all.

Then on several things I
want to do. If this view of
the situation is not yours,

Please write me in your next
Letter.
Well Albert - be well of
luck to you now - let join
on the Cuse sketch.

News item: Van Roijen
has accepted Gas. Canadiens
post in Toronto; Lke. Camera

Phil has decided to stay
in the U.S.P.H.S. at Hamilton
for 1½ months. He wants to
write up 1½ Sewel log before
work - it is hard - if it
will help her I'll try
in any chance available.

Best. -

As ever, John
P.S. The salary matter will be gone into immediately.

Tell C.Y. for Room. If this is a cause to worry about it — so is the line.

Please don't worry about that.